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Announcing the Formation of CGLRicciGreene

CGL Management Group, Inc. and RicciGreene Associates are pleased to announce the formation of 

CGLRicciGreene to deliver integrated solutions for justice facilities in North America and throughout 

the world.

This strategic alliance combines CGL’s impressive social infrastructure portfolio with RicciGreene’s 

capabilities and expertise in planning and design for public facilities. The CGL group of companies 

has provided more than $7 billion in public facility construction services in 17 countries and 49 states 

including a full spectrum of planning, programming, design, finance, asset management, and facility 

management services. This alliance, coupled with CGL's strong relationships with industry leading 

architectural partners, will expand its ability to service its clients and open the door for new global 

opportunities. With the financial backing of its parent company, Hunt Companies of El Paso, Texas, 

CGL is poised for even greater future growth in the social infrastructure markets.

“RicciGreene provides CGL with the design leadership to pursue the growing design/build market and 

enhances our Public-Private Partnership capabilities worldwide” said Buddy Johns, CEO of CGL. “We 

are pleased to welcome the RicciGreene professionals to our family. Among the best in the industry, 

this next generation of thought leaders and subject matter experts in planning and design perfectly 

supplements our current professional staff.”

“RicciGreene Associates’ values and those of CGL are informed by ideas about human potential for 

growth and change through planning and design excellence for the justice system,” said Ken Ricci, 

President of RicciGreene Associates. This evidence-based philosophy has resulted in award winning 

projects and, in the process, created a respected brand recognized by owners and professionals 

within the justice and design communities. CGLRicciGreene will be driven by the same philosophy for 

planning and design services supporting a more just and sustainable future.

RicciGreene Associates’ leadership and staff will continue to serve its clients from its current 

locations. CGL has a network of offices throughout the world, including corporate headquarters in 

Miami, FL and regional offices in New York City, N.Y., Columbia, S.C., Lexington, KY., Atlanta, GA., 

Sacramento, CA, Abu Dhabi, U.A.E., and Mexico City, MX.


